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The beautiful story of the wedding customs of Israel in MessiahÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s time and how He fulfilled

these traditions in calling out His bride, the Church. A striking and inspiring example of scriptural

logic and elegance.
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This has the detail and further exploration that Zola briefly touched on inÃ‚Â "In My Father's

House"Ã‚Â .I encountered Zola about 30 years ago. I heard him speak just once in a small church

in a small town. I've never looked at things the same since. I bought the above booklet at that time,

and later mail ordered this one and a few others.The value of understanding the wedding customs is

that it sheds so much light on things we read in the Bible and accept without thinking about the

context. THIS is the context for such passages as "I go to prepare a place for you", "Only the Father

knows the time", "come with a sound of a trumpet", "Take this cup" and many more.Understanding



by looking thru the eyes of a first century believer clears up a lot of the controversy over things like

the Rapture, the 7 year period in heaven, the Judgement seat of Christ versus the Great White

Throne Judgement.Over the years I've enjoyed other authors on this and related topics, but I never

saw it presented so clearly, so easily understood.I cannot over emphasize the value of Zola and his

gift for making things simple. As another favourite Christian author Dr. J. Vernon McGee once

said--"putting the cookies on the bottom shelf" meaning that the truths of the gospel should remain

accessible to all believers regardless of their age or mental abilities. The rule I abide by in teaching

(Home School, Bible Studies and Sunday School classes) is that anything taught will be better

absorbed, retained and used thru life if it is presented in the simplest possible form.I was so grieved

to hear of Zola's passing a few years back. I got my Kindle the summer of 2011 and have

consistently checked every few months to see if Zola's work made it to Kindle. I was so happy

yesterday to find this here along with many others in his booklet series. It seems that only one

remains to be "kindle-ized". That is "The Signs of the End" and I look forward to seeing it soon.I am

happy to say that whoever was doing the job of creating the Kindle version of these booklets did a

superb job. The clickable table of contents works well in each book, the formatting and the text are

unchanged, as is the cover art. Small details, but someone put loving care and attention to making

sure these gems are perfect in their Kindle setting.I can't recommend them highly enough, 5 stars

hardly covers how I feel about Zola's work. Don't despise them for their size or price. This one, and

it's siblings are some of the best things you will ever have.And for those who homeschool as I did,

please consider these to introduce upper elementary and middle schoolers to this content. I used

them in personal Bible study with my children, and like McGee's stuff, these are so easy for the

young to understand, that they are valuable just in that context alone.Simple concise teaching is a

jewel. For pastors, teachers and Bible Study leaders, your students may not have the ability to

grasp and retain long scholarly dissertations, but this they can easily absorb into busy overloaded

stress filled lives. Ditto for personal study.

This is the most amazing little book. If you have never heard the story of a Jewish wedding and how

it shows the Rapture and how the Rapture follows the things that happen before, during and after

the wedding of a Jewish couple. If you have never studied the 7 Feasts of Israel and how much they

affect the death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus and then move forward to the Rapture, the 7 years

of the tribulation and the Millennium. I had never for more in depth studies, there are others.

How Our Lord works out his plan is truly amazing and Awesome, This booklet explains it all so



clearly, and makes history and his way of doing things all tied together and so hopeful, Zola was

truly a man of God , the Scriptures and history. So grateful to still be able to get his work, and love

being able to get it Pronto on Kindle.

In this short book, Levitt compares the events of a traditional Jewish wedding (and interactions

between the bridegroom and the bride) to the progressive relationship between Christ and His

church; His bride. In essence, Christ has proposed to all mankind and the church is the body of

those who agreed to the engagement. Levitt uses simple words to communicate a profound and

beautiful truth that could potentially change the way you view the story between God and man. If

you are a believer and have never heard this comparison, this book is an absolute must! It's

fascinating... and humbling.

A delightful look at Jewish wedding customs and how they correlate with our relationship with Christ.

I found this book helps me better understand things Jesus said to his disciples.

Very interesting read that is a fascinating parallel between the Jewish wedding ceremony and Christ

and the church . It makes many of the parables of Jesus much clearer .

I read A Christian Love Story about ten years ago and wept buckets on my knees praising God for

His incredible plan for our lives. This work by Zola Levitt sensitively portrays and gives such a

valuable understanding of how God views marriage and why it such be considered Holy. I have

given so many little books away of Zola Levitt that I ended up without a copy for myself and so I

obtained a copy for my Kindle where it is safe.

I think this is a book that every believer should read. It will give you some insight into how we are

part of the "Bride of Christ". It will also change your perspective about communion and let you see it

from a Bride's viewpoint. You will not be disappointed.
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